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As an introductory remark let me briefly show the scien-

t i f i c outline followed by the M.I.T.-B.N.L.group coinciding

with mine, too. It is the physics of real and virtual photons

and their connection to strong interactions via Vector mesons.

Starting at DE5Y, Hamburg, the symmetric spectrometer of

Pig. la) was used to detect e+e~ pairs from Q.E.D. and the lep-

tonic decays of vector mesons. Right now a measurement of

?*-» e+e~ is underway thero( detecting the interference with

Bethe-Heitler pairs, too. However, s t i l l more vector neLons than
**)

f,CJ, 0 and D1 are necessary to account* for the hadronic compo-

nent of the photon.

The well understood diffractive photoproductlon was sacri-

fied to the higher energy of E* • 7.S GeV available at B.N.L.

in the reaction! p • p-» e*e" • X. Fig. lb) shows the apparatus

yielding the discovery of J (3.1). Again, lack of energy suppresses

the production of heavier candidates, making an extension to FNAL,

Batavia energies highly desirable.

An apparatus for ISR, CERN is seen in Fig. lc) . This enables

the search at highest enorglns presently available. This i s

necessary, becauao the hence undetected z°, W° particles are con-

jectured to be extremely heavy and arc of crucial importance to

unified theories *' of weak and electromagnetic interactions.

I Discovery of J 13.1)

Returning to B.N.L. energies we note that at 30 GeV already

•any particles may be produced, where the ones known t i l l 1174



usually were short l ived, when heavy, and only four were vector

mesons.

Opposed to that the new particles***' live long despite their

very heavy Mass and are Jp c - 1 mesons. This must have a hidden

reason. The future task will be to find out, how many new part-

ic les share this "reason" and thereby allow an understanding.

The discovery and further investigation of tiiese new part-

ic les required the solution of several experimental diff icult ies ,

emerging from the extremely small cross sections.

The detection apparatus at Brookhaven

is shown in Fig. 2. The following considerations determined this

lay outi

1) If the production has approximately similar characteris-

t ics to o, 1 and u>'l produced in pp collisions ' i

dP; dpi E-

th« maximal yield wil l occur for production of * particle with

Macs H *t rait (x " P"/P«aK " °* • --n t n * overall CHS. The bo»t

kinenatic region is then at pM*O and px • 0 for the pair.

CHS

the laboratory frame for incident protons of 2t.S GeV. this

i s independent of the mass H of the particle produced! There-

fore the spectrometer opening angle was chosen to be • 14.6°.

2) Because the cross sections are small, high beam inten-

s i t i e s are necessary. Conversely, the apparatus must be ablu

to stand high hadron fluxes.

3) Hadron pairs like n*w~. K*K", pp . . . wi l l dominate

over e*e" pairs frost virtual photon decay by more than a f«e-

tor oc . A II measurement therefore requires many threshold

Cerankov counters to achieve a rejection of better than 10**

against all particles other than electron pair*.

The intense proton beam of up to 2'101J protons/soc.

was focused by quadrupoles to a 4 x 6 mm image spot, sixo on

• target of several beryllium pieces. Particles produced in one

piece and accepted by the spectrometer do not pass through the

next piece. Fig. 2) shows the plan and side views of the npoc-

trometer and detectors. Bending i s done vertically to decouple

angle (e) and momentum. The field of the magnat* in their final

location was measured with a three dimensional Hall probe at »

total of 10s points CB, CQ and C, are gas throsholr) Cerenkov

counters. CB i s f i l l ed with isobutano at 1 atm., CQ is f i l led

with hydrogen at 1 atm. and c , i s fil led with hydrogen at 0. t

atm. Ao, A, p and C are proportional wire chambers with 2 Mm

spacing and a total of 4,000 wires on each arm. Behind chamborii

A and B are situated two planes of hodoscopes, Bx8, for lmprovnd

time resolution.

• 90° decay in the CMS appears as + • - arc tg (i) - 14.6° in



Behind the C chamber there are two orthogonal banks of

lead glass counters of three radiation lengths each, the f irst

containing twelve elements, the second thirteen, followed by

one horizontal bank of leadlucite shower counters, seven in

number, each ten radiation lengths thick, to further reject

hadrons from electrons and improve track resolution. The appa-

ratus i s embedded in 10,000 t of shielding to reduce neutron

background. The following features of the system deserve spe-

cial attention)

a) The momentum i s determined by measuring the vertical

deflection accurately with the wire chambers; see Fig. 2b.

Since this is decoupled from the measurement of the opening

angle, a good mass resolution of + 5 MeV is achieved.

b) To obtain a rejection of 10 or butter, extreme care

was given to the threshold Cherenkov counters CQ and C_. They

are f i l l ed with hydrogen because i t has the least electrons

to produce knock-on electrons from, theraby simulating wrong

particles. The windows were kept thin for the same reason.

The rejection of each counter was measured to be 10" . CQ i s

shown in Fig. 3a).

The Cerenkov light of about 40 photons i s focused via a pre-

cision spherical mirror of only 3 mm thickness and a mirror

parabola onto the photo cathode of a RCA 31 000 H multiplier.

These are very new and special tubes with excellent cathode

efficiencies of about 251. Due to an extromely higl-. gain of

the f i r s t dynode excellent time resolution is obtained and

single photo electrons are resolved. Fig, 3b) l ives a measure-

ment with helium f i l l i n g , yielding only two photo electrons on

the average opposed to 10 in hydrogen. This demonstrates how

the estimated performance may be checked directly. A syste-

matic check using electrons at a l l possible trajectories was

done in addition. Fig. 3c) displays one of these measurements.

The rejection** are decoupled as tjr as possible by ttagnetic

fields curling up f-r,»ye. The system of fout' counters has a

measured rejection of about 10~

c) To bo able to nandle a high intensity of 2xl() protons

per pulse with consequent single arm rates of r 20 Mil?:, there
7)

are eleven planes of proportional wiros (2XAQ, 3XA, 3XD, and

ixC) rotated 20° with respect to each other an shown in Fig. 4a

to reduce multitrack ambiguities. To ensure the chamber* have

a loot uniform efficiency at low voltago (Pig. 4b) and a long

l i f e time in the highly radioactive environment, avArgon-Methylal

mixture at 2° C was used.

d) To improve the rejection against tr -fjfe*e~, a very

directional Cerenkov counter Cg was placed i*looc to the target

and boJ<->-~ a specially constructed magnet HQ (Fig. 2b), This

counter is painted black inside and is sensitive to electrons

of lo MoV/c and pionii above 2.7 GoV/c. The coincidence between

Cg and CQ, C£ tho shower counters and the hodOHCopos indicates

the dotctctionof an o*c" pair from tho procosrt »°-»^e*c", and

such events are rejoet-cd. Conversely* one can trigger on Cg

and provide a pure electron beam to calibrate CQ, Cy and the

shower counters. This is a redundant check in netting the vol-

tage of the C-j counters, tiinoe the coincidence between CQ and



C. will ensure that the counter is efficient for a single elec-

tron and not a zero degree pair.

•) To reduce photon and neutron contamination the loca-

tion of all the hodoscopes and lead glass counters arc such

that they do not see the targut directly. To further shield

the detectors from soft neutrons, 10,000 lbs. of Borax soai

vas placed on top of CQ, between Mj and M2 and around the front

part of (J behind M2-

f) The spectrometer has a large mass, acceptance of about

2 GeV. Therefore the siass range from l.S - 5.0 GeV can be studied

in three overlapping settings. In the horizontal plane e ± ̂ e *

14.6 + 1° are accepted corresponding to 90 *_ 5° in *he CMS. In

the bending pline*,^ - + 2°and variations of 0.6 p o< p*I.B p o

•re accepted, where p o is the principal axis momentum. The re-

lation to the mass is given by

nn m 2p sin 14.6° a p/2

for an exactly symmetric pair. The spectrometer has

1) Biggest acceptance for single particles and pair

produced at rest in the CMS, thu&Vx • Pj| « o.

Pmax

2) Single particles are produced at 90° in th* CMS with a

Pj, * p/4 of th* LS. Howuvor, for a produced resonance

decaying into a pair the px i s very small.

To suNuriz*, we point out the following unique features!

1) T ha Apparatus can stand e twain of 2*lo1 2 protonu/soc,

or rates ^20 Me. Thereby a sensitivity of o" B a 1O~36 CM'

can be reached.

2) The nultiwire chaabers sort out up to 8 track* per arm.

3) Tho Ceronkov counters provide a rejection of

false c*e" JQ-I

4) Mass resolution is *. 5 HoV.

5) Mass acceptance covers 2 GeV.

The f irs t MUutcMnti *> were taken in August 1974 And arc

displayed in tit}, 5a) at shndod area. Very pronounced a clear

sharp enhancement i* observed at

3.1 CoV, being the discovery of the J.

This was a total surprise, quit* different from the expectation

of a broad vnctor Meson or an annihilation continuum **. Thero-

fore many chocks were performed, to cnauro i t i s a real particlet

1) Decreasing magnet currents by lot shifts the accep-

tance as well as the spatial region of the trajec-

tories, reconstructing to nfiC • 3.1 CoV. The peak re-

mained fixed, BOO white arua of Fig. Sal,

2) Doubling the target enhanced the rate by a factor two

and not four as background would behave.

3) only owrto with l.»" clearance to all magnet walls

wcro considered; the yieia correnponded to this roducud

acceptance.

4) Changou in beam intensity, the higUvollnqo of all shower

counters, the ruconotruction sxttnod, e t c , rcvoa.od no way



of simulating this peak.

These and many other checks convinced us that we ha/e ob-

served a real massive particle J-^e e~.

Partial analysis of the width of the J particle shown in

Pig. 5e) indicates i t has a width smaller than 5 MeV/c2.

If we assume a production mechanism for J to be

independent of pn
dpj."' dP: E

and an isotropic decay in the rest system of the J, we obtain

a J-»e%" yield of 10"3< cm2/nucleon at 28.5 GoV.

Fig. 5b) shows the yield of e+e~ in the region 3.2 to

4.0 GeV/c2, normalized to Pig. 5a). The acceptance in this re-

gion i s a smooth function and varies at most by a factor of two.

The observed events arc consistent with purely random coinciden-

ces. To a level of 11 of the J yield, with a confidence level

of 95%, no heavier J particles were found. We note that this

upper limit is independent of any production mechanism of the J. Alterna-

tively we obtain &n upper limit of 10 cm /nucleon for thi production of

heavier J's with a 95% confidence level.

II product ion^" tractoristicii

Several photoproduction experiments of J (3.1> have boon

carried out at very different energies .it Cornell, S1.AC, and

Fermi lab. For a JPC « l " one oxpectc the typical diftractive

production of e~ * which har been experimentally r.ecn, even

though with relatively low elope ji.irntncver, t * - l - 4 . Mso the

production should get energy independent, however, an nhuwn

in Pig. 6) there is a strong dependence due to threshold of

Production.

It is therefore not surprising to find a *tront) energy

dependence in hadron production, too.

«) The M« I .T.-B.N.L. grouji .̂̂ :« inrAffurcd the J yielii with

20 GcV incident protonc ai>̂  finds a decrease of almost

a factor ten compared to 28.fc GcV. Those Ricntturetm>nts

are for x s o.

b) The collaboration at Fermi lab found from 250 GcV

neutrons a cross section of

6(n De-* J^ 4 X) * 3.6 'J ^ c i» 2 /nuc loon f o r | x | > C L 2 4 .

c) The CCRS group At 1SR finds at an equivalent proton

energy of roughly 12O0 GcVt d*?/dy - (7.& *. 2.5* * i o ' 3 3 cm

and with <pA> * .67

^ + x> a O.8 + 1.3) * 1O"3Z cm2.

Even though the disjoint x regions of those experiments forbid a

direct comparison nn iuvrcase of at least two orders of magnitude

is to be noted.



The Px dependence

of about 460 J events from the M.I.T. B.N.L. group i s shown

in Pig* 7a). According to this preliminary evaluation the data

are compatibly with e"1'6 P i . For comparison the 25O GeV neu-

tron data & ' are shown in Fig. 7b). The e~ ^ l ine was taken

from the inclusive o- production observed by the same group.

It does not describe the data well, but e "2|>J- i s consistent.

In studying the production mechanism one needs of course a

comparison to theoretical concepts- The associate production

views J to be proposed via

p + p - » J + e + X

in order to conserve a new quantum number, similar to strangeness

in p + p —r k° + A + X. Since J are s t i l l produced at 20 GeV.the

objects 6 could not be heavier than about 2 GeV, taking Fermi

motion in the beryllium into account.

I l l Search for other resonances
Many theoretical explanations 13> for th* new particle

have been attempted.

Th* model of Yang and Hu takes the associative production

pp*je+X to conserve an additional quantum nuirtber. Similar to

A->p»~ they expect a slow decay C»p«~ and a mass of about 2 GeV.

In the model of Glashow the J particles ar* viewed as a bound

ortho state (1") of charm and anticharm. in this case charmed

masons with D»K« decays and charmed baryons with Kp-d*cays are

expected.

Also, baryon antibaryon bound states wtr* proposed. In this

case de-excitation by y Mission i s expected. In any case the im-

portant quostion i s : How nany more n«w narrow resonances exist at

what masses?

In particular are theret

1) charged J+»«+e"« *, . . ?

2) other long lived members, unabl* to decay into e+e~,

but do decay into K % ~ , p " , pK~, ....?

The latter possibility was explored with the MIT-BNL apparatus des-

cribed before, suitably modified. Filling the second pair of Ccren-

kov counters by 1 atm. isobutanc, they will count it's. Th* shower

counters got replaced by two high pressure Cerenkov counters, filled

with 20 atmospheres *thyl*n* as to d«t*ct K* and K~. in this way «,

K, p can be distinguished in each arm. The MIT-BNL group just has

completed a systematic search in th* resulting nine final states:



+ x

W P +x L
K"p + x I
K+ir + x j

K+K" + x l
K~7T+ + X I
K+ P -f x f
**P" +«J

in the pair na» region 1.2 - 5.0 BeV with a mats resolution of

5 MeV.

The experimental setup for this experiment i s very similar

to the original e+e"' experiment . However since there are much

more hadrons than electrons the random accidentals are more serious.

To reduce the accidentals to minimum a new target system was put in*

This consists of five pieces of 4 mm x 4 M x 4 im Be target sepa-

rated from each other by six inches. The targets are supported by

thin piano wires. This arrangement enables one to locate the point

of intersection between the two trajectories. Requiring this inter-

section to be in one of the target pieces eliminates accidentals

random in spacer >ee figure 8a. Two additional sc int i l lat ion

counters were installed at the end of each arm. Using mean timer

units a tight (0.9 ns) coincidence i s achieved to reject accidentals

in time (Fig. 8b).

Fig. 8c shows the copious »*n ~ mode in throo overlapping mass

ranges obtained by changing the accepted momenta by the magnet

current. These and the following graphs display the events with-

out corrections. The rise i s due to the onset of the acceptance.

whereas the fal l i s given by the physics of the falling cross

section. This representation i s chosen to display the unobstruc-

ted event s tat i s t ics as being decisive in the search for narrow

resonances. For "normal" resonances with several hundred HeV width

the acceptance would have to be divided out to obtain cross sec-

t ions . This wil l be done later.

Pig. 8-12 show the results of al l nine reactions which were

a l l simultaneously measured in six overlapping mass regions.

Pig. 9a i s interesting in context with the model of associated

production. In Fig. 10 possible final states of charmed mesons

are seen as in Fig. 11 for baryons. In pp an early weak indica-

tion at 3.05 GeV in one of the spectra has disappeared. If the

J (3.1) is an ortho charmonium state (J - 1 " ) , then necessari-

ly a paracharmonium state (0 - 0~+) should e x i s t , too, at about

3 GeV and should couple even stronger than J to hadrons. (?<y 12)

No narrow resonances with more than three standard devia-

tions are seen in any ne of the nine final s tates .

Taking the same production mechanism than for the J in con-

sidering a 56" • deviation in one of the 12.5 MeV mass bins an the

sensit ivi ty level, wo obtain the following tabla:

Here .sensitivity is meant as the product of branching ratio

times production cross section.



SCNSTNITV (CHI*)
n » NMIMW RESONANCES

TT+TT

ir*K-

K+ir-

K*K"

K*P

P W

PK-

PP

2.25 GeV

8 K » - »

l«K>-»

2KK)-"

4«K>-»

IxKT"

2«O""

4 x K T "

7xK)-»»

—

3.1 GeV

5x K T "

4 x K T M

4 X I 0 - "

8xKT"

5 x O "

4xKr"

4«C»

4 x » - M

4xlO-M

3.7 GtV

3 x 10""

r K i o —

7x10""

« x l d "

UlCf"

ex©""

5XI0-"

3,.tf»

2XI0""

Theee liniti do depend on the H t i w d production and may

In • factor thn* highar for flat distributions.

Mwraas tha apactra do not show any aharp rasonanca atataa,

tha eroas aactiont a£ v» • for groups A <«"p), • (»+w", ft>,

X'p) *nd («*p, K"»+) do axhibit aom liapla

daganaraeiaa. Tha cross aaction for aach group dacraasas with •

as a"s" and diffars from aach othar by en ordar of nagnituda.

To saarch for miltibody final statas tha additional raac-

tions i
P • »•

PP

lTp

w"p

In this caia one is probably looking at a part of a aulti-

body dacay, for exanpla of C • xV1w~t+, ate. Therefore ona

axpacts near tha C mase a change in crois aaction.

No such discontinuities were found.

IV Furthr-studies

For tha wide energy range from a • 30 - 3600 GeV! the

e"/»" ratio has been found l4' to be constant.

f .10-.
This fact has been a pusile for soms tiaa, also impli-

cations in context with new partielaa ware expected.

Tha MIT-WL group intends to find the answer experimen-

tally. Fig. 13 ahows a preliminary measurement done in September

U74, of
p + le » e

p • • » * • "

+ X

+ X

again at x • 0. Tha magnets adjusted for p - p/4 • 1-3 GeV/c.

The target reconstruction of Fig. 13» shows that the ineasurad

particles come from the single piece used. Tha signal height of

the shower counters ahows they are iroitly electrona (Fig. 13b).

Background in this measurement comes from > conversion and Lalit i

decay of »° . To eliminate this three converter foi ls of known

wara naasurad, too.



thickness were put in front of the f irs t magnets and the ratio

of the yield to t" plotted in Fig. 13c. Extrapolating to zero

thickness and the Dalitz equivalent fraction behind i t , we see

a ratio of e~A ~ of about 10"*.

This demonstrates that 90° electrons can be detected, using

one spectrometer arm only. The intention is to use the other to

explore simultaneously emitted hadrons as to get a consistent

picture.

In this future measurement, both, the K-Cer*nkov counter
and the shower counters will be present, such that interesting

particle combinations nay be looked at. For Instance from charm-

ed meson pair production '

p Be p + 5 + X

U t + h +v

Alternatively, taking a v K*r" sample would be a vary charac-

t e r i s t i c mode for the reaction above.

in any case insight in the so far unexplained X5) e"A "

ratio wil l be gained by this measurement.
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Configuration Of Wir« Plants In Proportional Chanters
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Fig 4

(a) Ralativc orientation of the planea of wires in the proportional chanbere.

(b) Efficiency of all the "ire planea aa a function of the applied voltage.
The position where this aeaaureaent was Bade ia indicated by the sketch in the
top left hand corner.
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M.I.T- B.N.L.
28.5 GeV p+Be— J+X

L
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a)

•rtltalnary p. dlpandinco of J producid from ft dipindmci of J (Vintl produced
btrylliun i t i K l >ltk I I . I SiV. ay at NO S«V noutroni off »«ryH1u»

)x diptndonct of J tvtntl produced
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Fig 7
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Fig 8

1100 MOQ IIWI MOO HOO

a) Vertex reconstruction of the p«in,util i i inv the proportional
chinbers. clearly the five target piecea are eeen.

b) Time difference from counter* of left va.riant am.
Little background la seen.

e) man apectra from three diffenent maas range* measured.
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Conwrttr Htlekntss In Radiotlon Ltngth

Preliminary remit of tingle arm electrons
emitted at 90° in the CHS with p - 1-2 GoV/c


